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AN ARMY FROM SCRATCH

The Work of the British Military Mission to Ethiopia

Starting an army virtually from scratch was the task which faced Major-General
S.S. Butler, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., shortly after the occupation of Ethiopia by the

British forces.

With a handful of British officers and N.C.O's - one-twelfth of the normal

strength allotted to British African Units, - he set about building a modern army

from a nation which had had no chance of developing itself for five years. Discipline
had to be taught and a sense of responsibility instilled into the individual, apart
from the standard military training.

The Ethiopian Army now comprises Infantry, Artillery, Field-Company Engineers
and Field Works Companies, Signals, M.T. and Ordnance and Supply. A regiment of

Armoured Cars is also in formation.

The chief feature that has been aimed at in the training and formation of this

army is its mobility both on the road and in mountain and bush country. In order to

achieve this, at the beginning of training it was necessary to concentrate on the

technical side.

Communications naturally formed one of the most important departments, and in

wireless the recruits showed remarkable aptitude. The Ethiopian is not by nature

mechanically minded, but the training of signalmen and wireless operators was

accomplished in remarkably short time. Not only wore the majority of recruits unable

to read or write, but they had to be taught English, both reading and writing. The

principle was to select a hundred boys for a preliminary general course of training,
and to follow it with a two years’ specialised course, A sign of their ability was

shown during the Gondar operations where a. large number of the wireless telegraphists

were Ethiopians, trained by the British Military Mission.

In the M.T. branch, apart from learning how to carry out repairs on anything from

a Diesel truck to a light car, they are also taught car painting, panel beating,
electricity and all the essentials in a modern army.

Similarly in the Field Engineers and Works Companies, Ethiopians practise bridging,
barrack building etc. All the barracks at present in use arc being reconstructed by

the Ethiopian Army itself, from the smallest item of carpentering to the major jobs of

construction or alteration.

The Ethiopian makes a good soldier. His bravery as a fighter is unsurpassed,

but like all Africans ho has his little idiosyncrasies.

He has tremendous loyalty for his immediate superior officer, but it does not

extend beyond that. If that officer is moved, not only the individual soldier, but

the entire platoon, or company frequently ask to move with him.

The recognised hair style of the Ethiopian is long and fuzzy-wuzzy, but this was

considered unsuitable. A certain amount of difficulty was anticipated when the order

was given that all men in the army were to have their hair cut short in order that

headgear of a suitable pattern night be worn. Oddly enough, every man submitted to

the order without a murmur and now takes an immense pride in his green beret with its

rosette-like badge in the colours of Ethiopia, Each Ethiopian soldier is very con-

scious of his uniform, all of which were made locally. He tries to improve the
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smartness of his dress by additions here and there of his own design, a different

style collar, or a pair of elegant cuffs made from any odd piece of material,
but British Sergeant-Majors are curing the habit, though not without heartbreak.

All men arc allowed to have their wives and women with them in barracks

and when the army moves, the women usually move with them. Thus, for the

soldier, the Army becomes not only his work and livelihood, but also his home

wherever he may be.
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